
LOW SEASON (Valid 1 October - 31 March)

WALK IN GUESTS BASIC ACCESS EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
Adults:  R150  R200
Children U/12: R100  R150

RESIDENTS FISHING PERMITS

Adult: R150 | Child (u/12): R100
A fishing permit must be purchased from reception. The aim is to 
provide an eco-friendly fishing service so we encourage catch 
and release for all fish species (especially trout). Injured trout may 
not be released and are charged for at R135/kg.

ROD HIRE: R150 per day

REFUNDABLE ROD DEPOSIT:

Day fishers: R200 per day
Residents: R1000 (added to account when collecting rod but 
removed if rod is returned in good order)

INTRODUCTORY FLY-FISHING CLINIC:

Learn how to fly-fish with an experienced guide.
No prior experience required.
Private Lesson (on request) - 1 fisher: R1500 | 2 fishers: R1950
Group Lesson (Sat & Sun morning 08h30) Adult: R400 | Child: R300

Terms and conditions apply

Fly-fishing activities
AT KLOOFZICHT LODGE & SPA



Fly-fishing activities can be custom-made to your group size and 
requirements, but find below some guidelines to a brilliant day 
out. Spa treatments can be added to this lifestyle package.

CLASSIC FLY-FISHING EXPERIENCE

A fly-fishing guide will instruct guests on the techniques required 
for fly-fishing.

THESE INCLUDE HOW TO:

1) cast and retrieve a fly, 2) select a fly by understanding the life 
cycle of aquatic insects. Teams will then put their new skills to 
the test when they compete against each other in the “casting 
challenges”. Teams then have an opportunity to try catch a fish.
Duration: 2.5 hrs

TROUT COOK-OFF AND WINE PAIRING

Enjoy a demonstration on how to prepare and cook a trout. A 
presentation during which fine wines should ideally be paired with 
the fish (based on the way it has been prepared). The teams then 
compete against each other by trying to prepare and cook the 
best fish.
Duration: 1 hour

INTERACTIVE FLY-FISHING AND WHISKEY TASTING

Experienced fly-fishing guides demonstrate how to tie a fly while a 
whiskey ambassador presents a variety of quality whiskies. Guests 
then have an opportunity to tie their own fly.
Duration: 1.5 hrs

Fly-fishing Teambuilding
AT KLOOFZICHT LODGE & SPA

BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES: 

Sundowner Flyfishing Adventures
083 414 0391  |  info@sundowner.co.za
www.sundowner.co.za  |  www.guvonhotels.co.za


